Southampton City Council Community Chest Application
May 2020
Supporting Information
A detailed proposal from Southampton Common Forum for the
reconstruction and development of the Wildlife Garden Area of the
Hawthorns Urban Wildlife Centre 2020-2021
(Project timings dependent on Covid-19 lockdown regulations)

State of Wildlife Garden area of Hawthorns urban Wildlife Centre in early 2020

“Wildlife Gardens need not look unkempt, they can be just as neatly designed and
ornamental as any other type of garden”

“An outdoor living Space which is attractive, functional and fun whilst simultaneously being
great for wildlife.”

“Dispel the myth that a wildlife-friendly garden must resemble a neglected, unsightly and
overgrown patch of wilderness”

Quotes from: Lavelle, C. and Lavelle, M. (2009) The Illustrated Practical Guide to Wildlife
Gardening. Hermes House, London.

Preface
This document provides the detailed background and proposal to support Southampton
Common Forum’s Community Chest Application (May 2020) for funding support for volunteer-led
redevelopment of the wildlife garden at the Hawthorns Urban Wildlife Centre on Southampton
Common.
This proposal represents a continuation of ongoing SCF activity to restore, enhance and promote
the wider Hawthorns site, which includes a published report on the current state and future
potential of the site, drawing on best practice from other similar facilities and volunteer
involvement in the creation of the new mural (2019) which wraps around the Activity Room.

Background
The Hawthorns Urban Wildlife Centre lies within Southampton Common (Figure 1). It is built on
the site of the former Southampton Zoo and is owned and run by Southampton City Council
(SCC). The Site was developed to provide a visitor centre for Southampton Common, with an
emphasis on natural history, with funding from the National Lottery and was opened in 1985.
Prior to this, a smaller, precursor facility was situated by the junction of Northlands Road and
Cemetery road in the SE corner of the main Common.

Figure 1 - location of the Hawthorns Urban Wildlife Centre
Much of the area of Southampton Common lying to the west of The Avenue (A33) is designated
as a site of special scientific interest (SSSI), but the Centre, although lying inside the boundaries
of Southampton Common, is excluded from the designated SSSI area. This allows significant
scope for ecologically-sympathetic enhancement of the Hawthorns site.

The Centre is physically separated from the wider Common with fences and walls and comprises
(1) a building which currently serves the dual purposes of a (largely unmanned and under utilised)
activity and education centre and a café and (2) grounds (approx. 70m x 90m) which were
originally developed to recreate, in small scale ,the different types of habitat present across the
wider Common. Within these grounds, an area, some 20m x 30m was originally developed as a
“wildlife garden” to showcase how urban gardens could be managed in wildlife-friendly ways to
promote, attract, feed, shelter, encourage and protect biodiversity. This area is bounded on 2
sides by the boundary wall of the Centre, on the other 2 sides by banks surmounted by hazel
coppice.
Over recent years, the Centre’s grounds have fallen into a state of serious neglect with many of
the sub areas becoming badly overgrown. As of December 2019, the “wildlife garden” area was
not actively managed, was choked with aggressive invaders like bramble, (the entire former
“lawn / flower meadow area” being under bramble), was unkempt, contained invasive plant
species (Crassula) in its pond and had been used as a dumping ground for arisings cleared from
elsewhere in the Hawthorns grounds. See Appendix 1 for photographs of the Wildlife Garden in
December 2019.
In 2019, SCC acknowledged the poor state of the Hawthorns grounds and drew up plans for an
intervention “vision” to start to regain proactive conservation management of the grounds to
make them more useable, attractive, safe, accessible and informative to visitors (Figure 2).

Figure 2 - SCC’s 2019 proposals for revamp of the Hawthorns Grounds

Specifically for the “wildlife garden” area (bottom left in Figure 2), SCC’s Vision notes:
“Back Garden: Current compost area overgrown, pond overgrown, flower beds overgrown
looks poor visually, invasive species present. Future create an ornamental back garden with
view to Hawthorns Volunteers undertaking works and maintenance, using ecology
expertise for species choice. Needs to be a garden that people can relate to and inspire
them to garden more for biodiversity.
Over the past few years, Southampton Common Forum has developed a volunteer workforce for
conservation projects on Southampton Common. Through an SCC Community Chest grant award
in 2018 and donations, it has acquired a diverse range of quality hand tools for use by its
volunteers and has access to petrol power tools like hedge trimmers, strimmers, lawn mowers
and shredders. The SCF Secretary also has professional chainsaw qualifications. SCC sees a key
role for volunteers in regenerating and then maintaining the wildlife garden area of the
Hawthorns.
This document details SCF’s proposals for the regeneration of the “wildlife” garden area in
lines with modern thinking on wildlife gardening practice. It aims to deliver an attractive, low
maintenance, educational wildlife friendly garden with year round interest as an educational
resource to showcase easy and affordable ideas that City residents can take away to develop
and enhance the wildlife potential of their own space, however small (including balconies,
patios, window boxes etc.). an earlier iteration of this document was shared with Council staff
responsible for the Hawthorns (Lindsay McCullough, Hilary Bradley, Ian Bailey) earlier in 2020.

SCF’s General Vision
•
•

It should be instantly recognisable as a managed, attractive and practical urban garden.
It should be relatively low maintenance to facilitate future upkeep by volunteers e.g. with
perennial plants and easy sown annual flowers.

•
•

It should be relatively inexpensive to develop.
It should have plantings, habitats and other features to attract, provide food, shelter,
habitat and breeding sites for a diverse range of wildlife that is under threat in current
urban environments.

•

It should incorporate both native “wild” and non-invasive, native and non-native
horticultural cultivars of specific wildlife benefit. No plants on Schedule 9 of the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 will be included.

•
•

It should provide all year round colour and interest.
It should have non-intrusive explanations by way of information boards and /or QR codes
on recycled plastic posts linked to a dedicated www site (which SCF offers to help
develop and host) explaining what to see /note at that location.

•
•

It should be fully accessible by prams and wheelchairs.
It should have additional seating so that visitors can stop, sit, and relax to observe, smell,
think, listen and learn.

•
•

This may mean moving and consolidating some of the existing small plantings of merit.
Existing quality trees should be retained, scrub and self-seeded saplings would be
removed to free up space for more beneficial planting and features.

•

Boundary walls provide opportunities for both wild (ivy etc.) and managed plantings e.g
appropriate climbers.

•

The area should also showcase different “composting” ideas and should not be used as a
dumping ground for arisings from elsewhere in the Centre.

Themes to be promoted / explored
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water.
Shelter / habitat / breeding sites.
Food.
Pollination.
All year round interest.
Ideas for all scales (pots, window boxes, hanging baskets upwards).
Colour / texture / scent / sound.
Native and “exotic”.
Butterflies, bees, birds and bats.
2D and 3D space use.
Exploration and discovery.

Habitats and Features to be included
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rock pile / drystone wall / cobbles.
Logpile.
Bug houses.
Leaf litter pile.
Brash pile.
Compost heap / bins.
Hedgehog and toad houses.
Bird boxes.
Bat boxes.
Lacewing, butterfly and solitary bee houses.
Butterfly feeders.
Posts for climbers and hanging baskets.
Willow entrance tunnel.
Hedge / Fedge.
Bee garden.
Butterfly garden.
Bird garden.
“patio area” for small scale ideas and seat.
Wildflower and grass “meadow” areas.
Grassland edges.
Pond and bog garden.
Grass and clover “lawn”.

•

Features will be constructed to make them “child proof”.

Site Aspect
The aspect of the wildlife garden , with predominantly N-S orientation and a high wall on South
and west boundaries places some constraints on what features and planting will do well where
within the area. On the one hand, the wall and woodland outside it provides significant
protection from the predominant south westerly winds and creates a partial “walled garden”
with its own micro climate. On the other hand, the high boundary wall will cast significant
shadow; some areas will never see direct sunlight, others will only see it for limited times of the
day and year. Based on the height of the wall (approx. 2 m), we have calculated approximate
shadow paths for the seasons (summarised in Figure 3). The garden plan presented below takes
this into consideration with respect to the positioning of garden features and plantings.

Figure 3 - Solar elevation angle for Hawthorns site at midday for 2020.
Data supplied by: https://keisan.casio.com/exec/system/1224682331

The Proposal - Outline

Figure 4 - outline view of proposals

Proposal Detail - Northern Bank – Butterfly and Bee Borders
This is the most sunny area so will be developed to showcase features that benefit from
full sun.
(a) Butterfly Border
Typical plantings will be drawn from the following and other recommended species / cultivars.
These plants need full sun to thrive and be of maximum benefit, hence their placement on the
south-facing northern bank (figure 5). Appropriate refugaria and other beneficial features like
basking slabs will be included. See also Appendix 3

Figure 5 - butterfly border concept - image from: Lavelle, C. and Lavelle, M. (2009) The Illustrated
Practical Guide to Wildlife Gardening. Hermes House, London.

(b) Bee Border
Typical plantings will be drawn from the following and other recommended species / cultivars
giving all year round nectar and pollen and for both long and short tongue bees (Figure 6). These
plants need full sun to thrive and be of maximum benefit, hence their placement on the
southfacing northern bank. Appropriate refugaria and other beneficial features like solitary bee
hotels and clay will be included. See also Appendix 3

Figure 6 - bee border concept - image from: Lavelle, C. and Lavelle, M. (2009) The Illustrated
Practical Guide to Wildlife Gardening. Hermes House, London.

(c) Nettle patch.
This will be created in the NW corner to be away from the path to minimise risk of nettles
stinging visitors - it will be physically separated from the bee and butterfly areas by a clear area
to help control spread.

Proposal Detail - Eastern Bank - Bird Border
Typical plantings will be drawn from the small and medium sized species in the following and
other recommended species / cultivars giving all year food supplies and shelter (Figure 7). Many
of these plants need good sun to thrive and be of maximum benefit, hence their placement on
the northern half of the eastern bank. Behind them will be planted a mixed native hedge / fedge
with hawthorn, hazel, holly, briar rose, elder, pyrocantha, gooseberry, black current. Once
established, this will be maintained at 1.5m high to not interfere with the hazel coppice on the
top of the bank and alternate sides will be trimmed in alternate years. Appropriate refugaria and
other beneficial features (e.g. a bird bath) will be included. See also Appendix 3

Figure 7 - bird border concept - image from: Lavelle, C. and Lavelle, M. (2009) The Illustrated
Practical Guide to Wildlife Gardening. Hermes House, London.

Proposal Detail - Pond and Bog Garden
Immediate priorities will be to :
•

try to eliminate the invasive Crassula (to be disposed of by removing to a lidded, rodentproof incinerator for drying off)

•
•

check silt / leaf litter levels and remove excess
determine profile of the fibreglass moulding with a view to placing bricks or sandbags
within the pond to create a shallow (1/3 gradient), south facing slope.

Two bog gardens will be created adjacent to the pond - on the western side a larger bog garden
with bog / marginal plants of all heights, a smaller one on the eastern side for lower forms. These
will be created by hand digging, lined with compacted sand, overlaid with recycled astroturf and
topped with heavy duty butyl liner whose edges will be buried. Plantings will be of wildlifefriendly native bog and marginal plants.
The bog garden and pond will be integrated using cobbles and shingle which will extend down
onto the new, shallow area of the pond and include rockpiles with alpines and refuges. The
Southern side will be bordered by the patio and a native wildflower area, providing habitat and
shelter for creatures visiting and emerging from the pond (amphibians, dragon fly larvae etc.).
See also Appendix 3.

Proposal Detail - Central “Lawn”
As most urban gardens feature a lawn area, we suggest to have a “lawn” area comprising 2
different cut and planting regimes.
(1)
A mixed native wildflower and grass area - cut once or twice annually and some seeds
harvested.
(2)
a high cut grass and red and white clover area (4 inch cut- this will need a special push
mower to cut this high). This will allow buttercup and daisy and other low native flowering
plants to colonise. Cut infrequently, as needed and clippings removed.
See also Appendix 3.The areas will be positioned such that the wildflower area is most northerly,
to benefit from maximum direct sun.

Proposal Detail - Patio Area on Central “Lawn”
Tis is designed to showcase things that can be done on small scale and with containers for those
with minimal space. It will be bordered with logs and comprise gravel on a geotextile base. It
will include features like: wildflower, herb, small shrub and “pond” containers, recycled slab
refugaria / seat planted with small beneficial rock garden plants, bug houses, etc..

Photos : Dave Johnston and Barbara Claridge, SCF)
It will overlook the pond and wildflower meadow and be a tranquil space that encourages
visitors to stop, look, observe, relax and smell

Proposal Detail - Southern Wall Area
Being permanently in shade, this restricts the range of plants that can be grown here to shadeloving ones. Much of this area will therefore be used for habitat and refugaria creation:
•

brash pile, leaf litter pile, compost pile - these contained by recycled palettes

Pallet framed compost and leaf litter piles (Photos: Barbara Claridge, SCF).
•
•

compost bins
habitat stack, log pile and rock pile

habitat stack - image from: Lavelle, C. and Lavelle, M. (2009) The Illustrated Practical Guide to
Wildlife Gardening. Hermes House, London.
•
•

dead hedge
bug hotel

Bug Hotel, Russell Square Gardens, London. (Photo: Dave Johnston, SCF)

•

hedgehog and toad houses

As hedgehogs are known to be present on Southampton Common (D. A. Johnston, personal
observation during 2019 bat lighting experiments), and to make a point about problems caused
by solid garden fencing, it is suggested to cut some small, ground-level holes in the boundary
wall to facilitate access movement of wildlife between the garden area and the wider Common.
Plantings will include shade-tolerant native flowering plants, native ferns and woodland shrubs
and flowering plants. See also Appendix 3.
It would be convenient if a small, secure toolstore or shed could be located here (this would
need a slap base to be laid).
Possibly the existing greenhouse located by the grounds entrance could also be relocated to
here.

Proposal Detail - Western Wall Area
This area is also much shaded, though it will get morning sun from late spring to late autumn.
The wall will provide shelter from prevailing SW winds and the summer sun will heat the wall. It
is suggested to use the wall (with wires, trellis or net as required) for a variety of native,
beneficial woodland climbers like clematis, briar rose, honeysuckle as well as existing Ivy. Taller,
shade tolerant shrubs will be planted away from the wall (Lonicera fragrantisima, jasmine,
berberis, pyrocantha, flowering current etc.) and bordered with smaller, tolerant native and
ornamental species. See also Appendix 3.

Resourcing
The following are available to SCF through donations, loans and other works.
•

geotextile for patio area and under wood chip paths.

•

recycled astroturf for lining bog gardens.
rRange of packets of seeds of wildlife-friendly annuals, biennials and perennial plants.

•

extra heavy butyl liner for bog gardens by existing pond.

•

palettes for containing leaf litter, compost, brash pile.

•

access to an SCC allotment for bringing on seeds and small plants.

•

logs / small, straight tree trunks for path edging and refugaria from SCF-led clearing
conservation work elsewhere on Common.

•

ability to produce durable QR code plaques.

•

web site to link from qr codes.

•

Access to long wheel base van for transport of bulk materials (see below), petrol
chipper, petrol rotivator, wheel barrows,hand tools, PPE etc..

Things we would seek from SCC officers:
•

wood chippings and logs from council tree team and Land Management Ecology Team.

•

assistance with removal of surplus arisings to council disposal sites.

Items requiring funding through this application (or future donation if full funding support is not
available).

Please Note: Note this application was prepared during Covid lockdown and whilst some of the
larger garden centres may be reopening, it has not been possible to visit and cost certain items
precisely. For those, the requested sums are the anticipated ones based on experience. For all
others, quotes from online suppliers are itemised in a separate document. A full itemised spend
sheet will be provided in any project report

Item and justification

Cost

Plants and shrubs
Appropriate, wildlife-friendly native and non native perennial plants and shrubs
from local nurseries to promote early establishment for larger shrubs and
bushes. Based on 6@£25, 20@ £15, 30 @£10, 30 @£5.

£900.00

Anticipated costing.
Seeded wildlife flower meadow earth or turf
To facilitate rapid and successful establishment of a mixed native annual and
perennial wildflower meadow area. For 6 sq metres @£20.40.

£122.40

Seed packets and bedding
Seeds and bedding of appropriate, wildlife-friendly native and non native annual
£50.00
and perennial plants.
Anticipated costing.
Willow hedging whips
£65.00
To create a 2m long willow arch around the garden entrance.
Gravel, shingle, pebbles mortar, concrete
for necessary hard landscaping and installation of features:
 1 jumbo bag gravel @ £42.
 2 bags mortar @ £7.80.
 4 bags postcrete concrete @ £4.75.
 5 bags pea shingle @ £2.45.
 2 bags river pebbles @ £3.00.
New oak “railway sleepers”

£94.85

£112.80

To define edge of patio area – note: reclaimed railway sleepers are creosote
treated and prohibited from use where someone may sit on them. 4 @ £28.20.
Broken recycled paving slabs
To create a “drystone” seating feature on patio area and rock garden - costing
based on eBay prices.

£60.00

Pots, hanging baskets, posts, window boxes, rail
To demonstrate how the smallest of areas can still be attractive and beneficial
to wildlife.

£100

Anticipated costing.
Recycled plastic posts
For housing QR codes linked to explanatory www site. (6 of 3m x 50mm x50mm
posts to provide 36of 0.5m posts) 6 at £11.86.

£71.16

Heavy duty trellis
£129.36
For climbers on boundary walls – 6 of 6ft x 3 ft @ £21.56.
Steel road pins
£27.99
For anchoring railway sleepers and barrier fencing – pk of 20.
Hand tools
£99.52
4 sets of 5 hand tools @ £24.88.
Toolstore
Small, secure, maintenance-free tool cabinet to store hand tools.( (We have a
large storage facility within the Holly Lodge Compound but it will be convenient
to have a small, on site, store).

£268.00

Toolstore base
£40.50
To provide secure anchorage of the toolstore.
Fiskar StaySharp™ Max Reel Mower
£210.00
special hand mower with very high (4”) cut for managing wildflower lawn.
TOTAL

£2351.58

Suggested Project Task Timelines
Note, as this application is being prepared during the Covid-19 Pandemic period, we have
not included precise calendar timelines as these will be dependent on evolving
Government legislation relating to lockdown and permitted social interaction.

Work will be performed during regular weekly Wednesday pm and Weekend work parties for SCF
volunteers.

Phase 1
(1) Clear bramble and from lost central lawn area - initially by cutting back and then by
digging out roots (cut back achieved before covid lockdown).
(2) Clear bramble and weed scrub from borders, especially Northern section (current
compost area) and around existing seat (bramble cutback achieved before covid
lockdown)
(3) Assess ivy growth on boundary walls and selectively trim back in places to make
space for other climbers. Erect trellis / netting for new plantings
(4) Consolidate the arisings pile, reduce in scale (move excess to burnup area with SCC
assistance) and move the remaining pile back against boundary wall within Pallet
partitions
(5) Clear leaf litter from paths, and create a dedicated, contained, leaf pile against the S
boundary wall (short term - partitions from recycled pallettes, longer term possibly
use hazel coppice to make retaining hurdles paths cleared pre covid lockdown )
(6) Clear excessive overgrowth from path, to give clear width for wheelchair / buggy /
pram whilst maintaining a naturalised edge (largely achieved before covid lockdown)
(7) Define path edge of central area with logs (partly achieved before covid lockdown)
(8) Start to remove Crassula from pond, determine profile, remove excess silt/litter and
re-profile

Phase 2
(1) Lay a small area of hardstanding gravel / pea shingle within central area to act as a
patio / balcony demonstration area and develop with small scale features.
(2) Clear and woodchip the earthen path within its log edge boundaries.
(3) Seed central area with native grasses and clover mix, seed a sub area with native
grass and wildflower mix.
(4) Observe spring growth in borders and relocate desired plants to designated garden
areas.
(5) Plant appropriate shrubs for seasonal effect on S and W borders.
(6) Plant a native hedging / fruit / nut “fedge” on part of eastern bank as backdrop for
bird garden area.

(7) Start to infill areas with appropriate plants.
(8) Create refugaria, bug houses, log and woodchip piles as feature habitats.
(9) Install QR code posts and develop www site with photos from the site.
(10) Create bog gardens and consolidate / blend with pond with gravel, cobbles, rock
pile.

Appendix 1 - “wildlife garden” condition in December 2019
Prior to commencing initial cut back
Moving clockwise from entrance (all photos: Dave Johnston, SCF).

Entrance and start of eastern edge path - boundary bank with hazel coppice defines eastern
boundary.

Entrance and start of eastern edge path - boundary bank with hazel coppice defines eastern
boundary.

Eastern edge path with bank and hazel coppice behind.

Eastern edge path with bank and hazel coppice behind on left - bramble covered former lawn on
right.

Eastern edge path with bank and hazel coppice behind and wooden bench seat.

Southern edge path with boundary wall behinds scrub and large pile of arisings (currently even
larger due to SCF coppicing work in early 2020).

Western edge path and boundary wall.

Western edge path and boundary wall.

Western edge path and boundary wall.

Northern edge path with bank and hazel coppice behind, showing “composting area”.

Northern edge path with bank and hazel coppice behind.

Entrance path with bank and hazel coppice behind.

Appendix 2: Annotated notes from pre proposal conversation with Ian
Bailey, SCC Engagement Officer, December 2019.

Appendix 3 - RHS recommended species
The following 3 guides from the RHS (British wildflowers, Exotic plants and seasonal plants) will
also be used as a reference for plant selection, with an emphasis on shrubs and perennial species
to reduce ongoing maintenance costs and resource requirement.

4A - British Wildflowers

4B - Exotics

4C - Seasonal Flowering Guides

